
CIN TOKEN QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: JUNE 2021 
 
What is Crypto-Currency? 
 
It is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange I.E. a form of currency in 
today’s ever-growing online/cloud based world.  
 
People initially used to barter to obtain goods or services.  Then this progressed to using 
gold or silver and now, cash. Crypto currency is the evolution of trade.  
 
Crypto currency is a digital asset that was created to work medium of exchange in today’s 
online/cloud-based world.  It does not take the form of physical coins or paper money, but it 
does hold monetary value. As such, the asset is not held in a bank or centralised business.  
Rather, it is stored on extremely secure, advanced ‘blockchains’ that are far more 
transparent. 
 
The value is calculated simply. The total amount of invested dollar/fiat amount divided by 
the total coin or token supply. That equation gives you the individual coin or token value.  
 
Example below: 
$100 invested in to buying 100 coins means each coin is valued at $1. As more dollar/fiat is 
invested, the individual coin/token value increases. Meaning, if another $100 is invested in 
to the same 100 coins, there will be a total of $200 invested in to 100 coins meaning each 
coin is now worth $2. This is sometimes called the market cap. 
 
 
I have heard of Bitcoin - is CIN TOKEN the same thing? 
 
Bitcoin was the first crypto currency, It was ground-breaking in its technology and has laid 
the foundations for us and many others in the market. CIN TOKEN uses far faster, newer 
technology found on the Binance Smart Chain. 
 
Similarities: 
 
Bitcoin and CIN Token both sit on a blockchain 
 
Bitcoin and CIN Token both exist as a medium of exchange. Meaning they can be traded for 
other crypto currencies or for local fiat currency (e.g. Dollar, Euro, Pound etc) 
 
Bitcoin and CIN Token can are both be held in an incredibly secure online wallets such as 
Metamask or Trust Wallet or hardware wallets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



COMPARISON TABLE 
 BITCOIN CIN TOKEN 

HOW OFTEN DOES THE 
TOTAL SUPPLY REDUCE 
AND SUPPORT PRICE 
INCREASE? 

ONCE EVERY FOUR YEARS 1% OF EVERY SINGLE 
TRANSACTION 

HOW LONG DOES A 
TRANSACTION TAKE TO 
COMPLETE (E.G. A SALE) 

TYPICALLY, 2-5 MINUTES UNDER 5 SECONDS 

WHAT INCENTIVES ARE 
THERE FOR HOLDING AND 
NOT SELLING? 

NONE 4% OF EVERY 
TRANSACTION/SALE IS 
DISRIBUTED TO EXISTING 
HOLDERS 

WHO ARE THE TEAM OR 
FOUNDERS? 

UNKNOWN  THE TEAM OF 6 INCLUDING 
THE TWO FOUNDERS ARE ON 
THE WEBSITE AND SOCIALS 

WHAT LEVEL OF 
TRANSPARENCY DO I GET 
REGARDING THE 
CREATORS? 

NONE FULL CONTACT DETAILS ON 
WEBSITE AND SOCIALS 

WHO CAN I GIVE 
FEEDBACK TO? 

NOBODY THE FOUNDERS ASK FOR 
REGULAR FEEDBACK ON 
THEIR SOCIALS 

WHAT IS THE CARBON 
FOOTPRINT 

114 TWh Less than 0.1 TWh 

 
 
How does CIN TOKEN reward its holders? 
 
CIN Token, although new to the market offers large incentives to its investors for holding. 
4% of every single transaction (buying or selling of the token) from day one will be 
redistributed amongst its holders.   
 
Our smart contract (which kicks in when a sale is made) takes 4 % and distributes that to all 
the existing holders. This means that although you may currently hold 1000 tokens by 
tomorrow you may hold 1200 as you receive the 4% distribution reward for simply holding. 



How do I buy CIN TOKEN? 
 
There is one simple way to buy CIN TOKEN today (shown on our website and YouTube 
tutorial).  We are currently working on offering multiple purchase methods via Applepay, 
Visa payments, PayPal and AfterPay and will advise once these become available. 
 
Our app is also in development which will allow you to buy and store CIN TOKEN directly. 
 
How do I make money? 
 
There are a few ways you will make money: 
 
1 - As more people buy CIN Token the market cap increases. (meaning the overall value of 
the total token supply) this in turn means that each token you hold goes up in value. Much 
like holding shares in a business. As it wins more clients and more projects - it's worth/value 
increases. 
 
Example below: 
$100 invested in to buying 100 coins means each coin is valued at $1. As more dollar/fiat is 
invested, the individual coin/token value increases. Meaning, if another $100 is invested in 
to the same 100 coins, there will be a total of $200 invested in to 100 coins meaning each 
coin is now worth $2. 
 
2 - As more people invest, we have created a unique 4% fee on all sales and purchases 
which is automatically redistributed to our investors. This means the next time you open 
your Trust Wallet to see the increase in value of your CIN Token, you will be pleasantly 
surprised to also see the total number of tokens has increased, without you having to do 
anything at all. 
 
Example below: 
Today you check your holdings and you have 1000 tokens, You wake up tomorrow and the 
overnight activity of other buyers and sellers has meant that you now hold 1200 tokens. 
 
3 - On every single transaction 1% of that transaction is burned (destroyed forever) be it a 
purchase or a sale. Meaning that the total number of tokens/coins in circulation will be 
continually dropping (or deflationary) This in turn will increase the value of each token that 
remains in circulation. 
 
Example below: 
If there are 1000 tokens in circulation and $1000 invested into those tokens – the total value 
of each token is $1. If I remove 500 tokens from circulation but the invested amount 
remains the same, then the value of each token increases to $2. 
 
 
 
 
 



What do burn and market cap mean and how does that make me money?? 
 
Firstly, what does it mean to burn tokens?  
Burning simply means removing a token from circulation forever. So 1000 tokens will 
become 999 tokens if 1 is burned. There is no possibility that the number of CIN TOKENS 
could ever increase and for that reason it is considered a deflationary token. 
 
What is market cap? 
Simply the total amount in dollar value that has been invested in to the coin/token. 
 
As the token supply reduces and the market cap increases the token you hold will in turn 
increase in value. 
 
Real life scenario: 
 
There are 100,000 tokens in total each valued at $1. Today you buy 1000 tokens at a cost of 
$1000. 
 
By next month (due to the constant burns) there are 50,000 tokens in total now valued at $2 
each. Your 1000 tokens are now worth $2000 and you have made $1000 profit simply by 
holding.  
 
There is more: 
 
As a holder you have received your share of the 4% distribution consistently for the last 
month and you now actually hold 1250 tokens. Your tokens are therefore now worth $2500 
and you have made $1500 profit simply by holding CIN TOKEN.  
 
There is even more! 
 
Because so many people have now invested and increased the total dollar/fiat amount 
invested in to CIN TOKEN the market cap has increased from $100,000 to $1m or (10X) the 
individual tokens are now worth $10 each.  
 
What does this mean to you? 
 
This means whilst you initially bought 1000 tokens you now have 1250 
This means that whilst the tokens you bought were valued at $1 each they are now valued 
at $10 each 
This means that whilst you started with 1000 tokens valued at $1000 in total, you now have 
1250 tokens valued at $12,500 in total and you have made an $11,500 profit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Can I spend CIN Token in the shops? 
 
Short answer is YES. Unlike almost every other crypto that exists and definitely unlike any 
other charity crypto we have already agreed partnerships with real life retail stores which 
will allow you to go in and spend your CIN Token. Details of retail partners coming soon!   
 
Why would I choose CIN Token over other charity cryptos?  
 
Multiple reasons! 
 
Most other charity cryptos: 

 only have a 2% donation option, we have a 5% option  
 do not let you see or contact the founders  
 are not founded by people with a proven track record of working with charities 
 do not partner with charities that they work closely with to ensure donations are 

received by those that need it most – we have strict agreements in place with each 
charity that ensure the people that need the money most are the ones that receive 
it. 

 
But there’s more! No other charity crypto: 

 allows direct donations of any crypto that exists  
 has the marketing strategy that we have invested in to drive growth  
 has mapped out the next two years as precisely and in as much detail as we have  
 aims to give away a whole bitcoin and then an Audi R8 as we grow  

 
Just when you thought it couldn’t get better… 

 All our transactions are completely transparent and visible on the BSCScan 
blockchain 

 You as a holder of the token, get to vote on exactly where the monthly donations go 
 You will see exactly where the donations as our partner charities have agreed to post 

our donations publicly on their social media platforms 
 
Can I cash out anytime? 
 
Not sure why you would want to 

How do I take my tokens and turn them into cash? 
 
You can transfer your tokens to fiat currency such as dollars and then send directly to your 
bank account using apps like crypto.com. YouTube tutorial on our YouTube channel coming 
soon!  
 
 



 
Are there any fees for purchasing CIN Token through you? 
 
There are no additional fees associated with the purchase of CIN Token. If you choose to put 
invest $500 into CIN Token, then you will receive $500 in value of CIN Token. No hidden fees 
with us!  
 
We do, of course, have unique "Tokenomics" Our token is set up in such a way that all sales 
and purchases directly donate: 

 5% to charities of your choice 
 4% to holders of the token 
 1% burn 

 
The 4% to holders and 1% burn actually increases the number and value of your existing 
holdings! 
 
 
Will I be taxed on any of the profit I make? 
 
We are not qualified to advise you on what to do but there are companies out there that 
can advise you on the best way to manage your portfolio and the tax implications that may 
arise.  
 
Tax is unique to each country. Our token is available to buy and sell globally. Many crypto 
investors are lucky enough to live in or to have opened bank accounts in places such as the 
Cayman Islands, Bahamas, or Monaco which are completely tax free. Please be sure to talk 
to your Tax Accountant on the best way to manage your portfolio and the tax implications 
that may arise. 
 
How do I know my money and information are secure? 
 
The systems you use in these transactions such as the Binance Smart Chain, Trust Wallet, 
Crypto.com and others are incredibly secure systems. They are as secure as bank accounts 
as long as you keep your account details safe and passwords safe. There are multiple layers 
of encryption that allow for safe transactions and storage of crypto.  
 
If I need help, Is there someone I can contact? 
 
Of course, depending on the nature of the query there will always be a place for you to go 
for support. We, at CIN Token, are available via email or our official telegram which you can 
find on the website: 
 
Email: info@cintoken.com  
Telegram: https://t.me/CINTOKENOFFICIAL  
 
For anything relating to other apps or devices please contact the respective supplier 
directly. CIN TOKEN cannot help with any issues relating to Trust Wallet for example. 



 
 
Do the charities know that the donations come from me or do they think it comes from 
you? 
 
The charities are fully aware that the donations they receive are as a result of the purchase 
and sale of CIN Token and that the money they receive has been contributed by you. The 
Direct donation option will have the option to leave your contact details should you wish to 
not remain anonymous.  
 
Can I select which charity to support? 
 
YES – absolutely! As a holder of CIN Token you get to take part in each and every vote 
relating to which charity receives the donation for that month. You will also have a say in 
suggesting which charities we partner with in the coming months/years. 
 
There will be a monthly vote and each holder will be invited to cast their vote. 
 
Can I donate cash? 
 
You will have the option to donate using your visa/credit card or buy the token using your 
visa/credit card. This will be available to do on our website. Www.cintoken.com  
 
 
Can I donate other cryptos? 
 
Unique to CIN Token - you can donate absolutely any crypto that is in existence. If there is a 
crypto you do not see listed simply email us on info@cintoken.com to let us know what 
crypto you would like to donate and we will send you our receive contract address.  
 
How do you transfer the donations to real cash for the charities? 
 
All our donations will go through the exact same process. They will be transferred to CIN 
Token and then to BNB and then to FIAT currency in order to then be sent to our partner 
charities. Each and every transaction will be visible for all on the Binance Smart Chain.  
 
 
How can I see where my donation went? 
 
Every single donation will be voted for by holders, confirmed by the developers and then 
announced by the developers and receivers on their respective social media platforms. 
 
Is there somewhere I can track what events or milestones are coming up for the token? 
 
YES – follow us on telegram: https://t.me/CINTOKENOFFICIAL  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Which charities receive donations? 
 
We have chosen to partner with 8 charities (8 being our lucky number and we wanted to 
ensure that we fairly represented at least one charity from each continent. We chose 2 from 
Asia because it is so vast and populated. 
 
When do the Charities receive payment? 
 
Charity donations will be distributed on a monthly basis, after all votes have been 
calculated. 
 
What do you have planned for the holders and the growth of the token? 
 
We have put 100's of hours into making sure this is a success for both our charity partners 
and our investors and holders. 
 
We have learned a lot from projects past and present and also have a few tricks of our own 
up our sleeve. 
 
These include - but are not limited to: 
 

 Social Media marketing using known influencers with a collective following of over 
20m.  

 
 Celebrity videos wishing us luck with our project that have already been recorded 

and always help to boost awareness and therefore, uptake of the CIN Token. 
 

 Our Charity partners have over 500K followers on their social media platforms and 
they will post our partnership on each platform. 

 
 We plan monthly and quarterly giveaways to ensure increased engagement and 

ensure our investors hold for the long term. The competition will often have 
automatic entry for those that hold CIN Token. Giveaways will range from $500 right 
up to an AudiR8. 

 
On top of our road map, we have another map which we call our "race to the top". This will 
set out detailed goals for us to surpass other existing cryptos and every time we go past a 
competitor, we will make a huge announcement and call-out who we are gunning for next! 
This we hope, will instil a healthy sense of competition and also encourage other crypto 
buyers to jump on our winning train.  
 


